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VOLUNTEERING & SOLIDARITY since 1992! 
 

 
 

Action points 
 

How to bring visibility to the #EVCapital 2023 Call? 
How to use the contents of the Tool Kit? 

  
 
ONLINE: 
  

● Include information about the call for candidates on your website, blog, newsletter, social media,              

and signature block. e.g. the Flyer, videos, timeline of the competition, links to the call, and the                 

application form. 

● Share / like / retweet CEV posts on SM we post regularly about the EVCapital when honoring                 

volunteers, disseminating project results and sharing research on volunteering. 

● Use the hashtags #EVCapital #recognition #thankYOU when you honor your volunteers,           

disseminate projects and share research results on volunteering. 

● Online meetings/calls. Contact municipalities by phone and inform them the Call is published, and              

follow up with the link by email (or vice versa). 

 
 
EVENTS: 
  

● Conferences, meetings, project dissemination sessions, networking opportunities: please speak         

about your CEV membership and about the competition to local and regional authorities. 

● Targeted meetings: arrange face-to-face meetings with stakeholders from municipalities to share           

information about the competition. 

● Press releases: translate and share with your media partners the press release issued by CEV. 

● CEV staff input: when necessary a CEV Board/ staff member might be able to participate in events                 

with the aim of presenting the competition so please don’t hesitate to contact cev@cev.be about it. 

  

 

CEV EVENTS: 
  

● “Bring a friend” Ask the representative in municipalities that work on volunteering, participation or              

civil society to join you and take part in CEV events (here is a list) so that they can learn more                     

about our work and the competition as well as about previous #EVCapital winners and candidates. 
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Time is precious, the workload never ends… so why would you allocate time to promote the                
EVCapital competition? 
  

Participation in the competition strengthens volunteering at the local level and connects local volunteering              

actions, policies and programmes to the European Context. It enables volunteers, volunteer-involving and             

volunteer infrastructure organisations to collaborate more closely with local policy makers in a common              

cause to strengthen, inspire and celebrate volunteers in their area. 

 

The application process requires a detailed audit of volunteer provision at the local level and helps to                 

identify strengths and weaknesses of the approaches taken. It enables stakeholders from different fields              

and sectors to come together and further develop their volunteering policy and practice frameworks using               

European standards as guidelines. 

 

Participation can assist the development of volunteering and solidarity in Europe more widely as the               

examples shared serve as inspiration for others all across Europe. The winning municipality will be granted                

the title of “European Volunteering Capital 2023” and will be promoted as such during 2022 and 2023                 

throughout Europe and beyond. 

 

The winners and candidates will have the opportunity to join a unique community of practice of                

municipalities (and other levels of local and regional authorities) that have expertise in, and a shared                

concern for, strengthening, inspiring and celebrating VOLUNTEERING and SOLIDARITY. 

  

As a CEV member, and having agreed that the EVCapital Competition is a key part of our work                  
programme as a way to enable volunteering, we hope you will be able to be involved to ensure its                   
continued success. 
 
For any questions or doubts about the information provided here, please contact us:             

gabriella.civico@cev.be. 
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